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This guide contains the weekly, step-by-step plan Dr. Suzanne M. Miller used to get into Harvard
Medical School. She has since utilized the strategy to help hundreds of applicants gain entry into
medical school first as a Harvard pre-med tutor and then as CEO of MDadmit, a medical school
admissions consulting service. Following this handbook's advice will provide you a distinct
advantage in the competitive medical school admissions process as it prepares you for every step
and helps create your best application. Book Highlights include: 1. Weekly, easy-to-follow advice on
navigating the complex admissions process. 2. Multiple examples of successful personal
statements, AMCAS work/activities, secondary essays, and letter of intent/update letters. 3. Special
sections on reapplicants, non-traditional applicants, DO schools, and foreign schools.
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This book is a fantastic, well-organized guide to the admissions process. The numerous examples
(with commentary) of personal statements and work/activities narratives have been a huge help to
me, especially since I had no idea where to start as I began to put my application together. I've been
carrying this book around me with everywhere for the past couple of months, and I rarely have a
question that isn't answered in this book. The week-by-week layout is great too and helps keep me
on track. There are a lot of med school essay and admissions guidebooks out there, but I would
hands-down recommend this one to anyone applying to medical school. Also, I'd recommend you
buy it around the fall before your application year (or before you sign up for the MCAT) so you can
take full advantage of all of the MCAT and letters of recommendation advice.

Finally - a realistic, cut-to-the-chase book that breaks down the stressful/horribly long med school
process! I'm applying to med school next year, and this book has provided great tips on how to plan
ahead, what to do next, how to get recs, etc. It's a very helpful step by step guide that will save you
a lot of frantic last minute stress! It also talks about the various options of med school as well (M.D,
D.O, foreign, Caribbean)

Both my wife and I are doctors, so when our child announced he would like to follow in our
footsteps, we were very pleased but also a bit nervous. We both know how hard it is to get into
medical school and the process is so different from when we applied. On a trip, I saw someone
reading this book in the airport, a young man about the same age as my son. I went and asked him
how he liked the book. He was nice enough to spend a few minutes talking to me about it, and even
gave me the chance to look it over. He said it was a huge help because it broke things down into
conquerable parts, a little bit here, a little bit there. This was perfect for my son, and I know because
it's just about the only think he's ever thanked me for, more than once. The Medical School
Admissions Guide is as great book for your son/daughter applying to medical school as it was for
us, the parents - we bought two copies so we could follow along with our son. Tremendous help for
our child, tremendous help for us. Highly recommended!

This is a very informative book. I purchased a few books on medical school and i really love this
one. It has a week by week planner on how to apply to medical school. i would suggest you buy this
book before u do ur pre-med and go thru it again during your application year. It is very helpful
because it breaks the whole long hard process week by week, month by month. There is no one
book that will have all the information you are looking for so i would suggest you also purchase
"Mededits guide to medical school admissions by Jessica freedman" and "the medical school
interview by Jeremiah fleenor" . These three books have given me a very clear picture on what
needs to be done. Dont be discouraged about too many pages because these books take 2 or 3
days to be read. Its not bad of an investment. I thought i had done all the research out there until i
read these books. If you have already decided to be a doctor please purchase these books. They
will help alot. Each book has its own uniqueness

Suzanne Miller's book on the med school admissions process is exceptional. Dr. Miller masterfully
articulates the important points of the med school applications process. She hones her expression

into a concise and authoritative language that provides you with details that you will not read
anywhere else.Although the book is steeped in good advice, I particularly value the section on the
secondary applications. Dr. Miller provides over 40 essay prompts categorized into 10 major themes
that will allow you to complete much of your secondary applications before you even begin to apply.
I cannot tell you how valuable this information is... secondary applications are very time consuming,
but if you follow Dr. Miller's advice, they will be as easy as cutting and pasting your pre-written
essays.This is a book for the general applicant, as well as for the elite applicant. As a graduate of an
Ivy League school, my home school dedicates enormous resources into pre-medical advising.
However, Dr. Miller's book surpasses the advice that I received from my school's career services by
leaps and bounds; so much so that I purchased a copy of her book and mailed it to my home
school's career services.This book will propel your application into a new level of excellence, not to
mention save you enormous time in the process.Buy this book!"

This book delivers what it promises. Anyone interested in attending medical school will find it
indispensable. The sections on interviewing and essay preparation are especially insightful and
often amusing. These chapters could be used by anyone preparing for an interview or submitting an
essay in any field of study.

This book has everything you need to know on how to get into medical school. This book shows you
everything from when to start applying to medical school including samples of secondary letters
from several applicants who are now in med school. It's a great book to have by your side through
out the application process. The cover is also great!
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